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Abatract 

Thia paper reviews recent reaearch on the nature of flow and transport in discontinuous fracture net 
works. The hydrologic behavior of these networks haa been examined uaing two- and Chree-diaiensional 
numerical aodels . The numerical aodela represent rando* real izat ions <- f tracture netvorks based on 
s c a t i s c i c a l f i e ld measurements of fracture geometry and equivalent hydraulic apeftare. We have 
coapared the flux and mechanical transport behavior of Chesc networks Co Che behavior of equivalent 
continua. In thia way we are able to determine whether a given fracture network can be modeled aa an 
equivalent porous aedia in both flux ar.J advective transport titudies. We have examined departures 
from poroua madia behavior both aa a function of interconnectivit> and heterogeneity. Parameter 
studies have revealed behavior patterns such aa: given a fracture frequency chat can be measured in 
the f i e l d , poroua aedia l ike behavior and the magnitude of permeability arc both enhanced if the 
fractures are longer and Che standard deviation of fracture permeabilit ies w smaller. Transport 
studies have shown that the rat io between flux and ve loc i ty i s not necessari ly constant when the 
direct ion of flow is changed in systems which do behave l ike a porous media for f lux. Thus the 
conditions under which poroua media analysis can be used in cranaport studies are more rea tr i c t ive 
than the condition for flux s tudies . We have examined systems which do not behave l i xe poroua media 
and have shown how the in aitu behavior varies aa a function of acale of observation. The behavior of 
well t e s t s in fractured networks hsa been modeled and compared to a new analyt ical well teat solution 
which accounta for the early time dominance of the fractures intersect ing the we l l . F inal ly , a 
three-dimensional fracture flow model has been constructed which aaauaes fratturea are randomly 
located d i s c s . This model uses a eemi-ar.elytical solution for flow such that i t i s i t l a t i v e l y aasy to 
use the model aa a tool for stochast ic analys i s . 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, attention ha* been focused on the p o s s i b i l i t y of scoring nuclear waste in deep, 
underground f a c i l i c i e a excavat _d in varioua rock types, many of which have low or neg l ig ib le tu tr ix 
permeability. In such rocks the transport of nuclides to the acceasible environment i s moot l ike ly 
through the fracturea ( j o i n t s , faul ts e t c . ) which form the major conduits for groundwater flow. All 
the major hydrologic techniquea for determining how contaminants travel through groundwater use the 
assumption that the medium behavea l ike a continuum. Aa luch, i t haa become a matter of some interest 
to determine whether or not the networks of fracturea surrounding a potential repository behave l ike a 
continuum on scales appropriate for flux and transport analyais . 

In th is paper we give an overview of recent research on the hydrology of fracture networks. The 
i n i t i a l work focused en the development of a technique for determining vt>-<n a fracture network behaves 
l ike an equivalent continua. We developed computer models of frac-ure systems which were bated on the 
occurence and properties of fracturea aa observed in the f ield and laboratory. We have assumed that 
the rock matrix is impermeable and that fractures are parallel p la tes . Through f in i t e element analysis 
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of flow through these fracture networks we are able to measure the direct ional permeability of the 
networks and determine whether or not an equivalent permeability tensor could be used to predict 
flux through the networks. We have also developed a model for mechanical transport which traces the 
flow cubes through the fracture network. With this model we sre able to calculate the rat io of flux 
to mean v e l o c i t y , i . e . the "hydraulic e f f e c t i v e porosity", and compare this quantity to the total and 
connected porosity (or rock e f f e c t i v e poros i ty ) . Thus, we can compare advective transport in fracture 
networks to that in ideal porous media. For both flux and transport we have examined the at tr ibutes 
of network geometry which cause the behavior to depart from that of an ideal porous medium. 

Current research i s focused on characterizing the ins i tu behavior of fracture networks, both under 
regional flow conditions and under well teat ing condit ions. The network behavior depends primarily on 
the scale of observation, the degree of interconnectivity and the degree of heterogeneity. Given 
these three factors , we are able to examine the l ikel ihood that thu fracture network is connected (and 
thua conductive) on the scale of the regional flow problem. Then, i f the network i s connected, ve 
wish to characterize the behavior of a volume of rock the s i ze of an element in a groundwater flow 
model. This implies determining a relationahip between gradient and flux M a function of the d irec 
t ion of the gradient when t h i s re lat ionship cannot necessari ly be characterized by a permeability 
tensor. Future research wi l l attempt to develop a groundwater flow model which incorporates such a 
characterizat ion. That i s , we would l ike to have a model which does not require the existence of a 
permeability tensor, and therefore Darcy's law, to hold over each element. Such a model "knows" about 
the vagariea of the fracture system and does not require that these vagaries average out to the mean 
behavior. 

In our numerical models we can perform almost any experiment we l i k e . However, in the real world our 
knowledge of fractured systems wi l l rely to a very large extent on what we can learn from boreholes. 
Thus, i t i s extremely important to know how the behavior of a well tes t compares to flow under s 
regional gradient. This research haa two major thrusts . F i r s t , what can we learn d irec t ly from well 
t e s t ing about the behavior and the average hydrologic parameters of the fracture network? Second, 
what can we learn about the network geometry in order to construct better network models. Well tes t 
re su l t s are probably the best way to Learn about average parameters, but network models have the 
at tract ion of being much mor» f l ex ib l e tools for learning about the nature of the hydraulic behavior. 

Recent work has focuaed on the development of a well tes t analysis which takes into account the early 
time dominance of the fractures intersect ing the we l l . Prom this analys i s , we gain information about 
the permeability of the frr.cture near the we l l , the average permeability of the network and about the 
distance from the well to the nearest fracture intersect ion. Parameter studies wi l l be needed to 
study the appl icabl i ty of th i s analysis under various degrees of connectivity and heterogeneity. 

Real fractures nre three-dimensional, so we have been very interested in extending the resul ts of our 
studies from two dimensions to three. We have developed a model in which fractures are d i s c s , randomly 
located and oriented ui th random apertures (Long 1984b). The solution of flow through the network i s 
accomplished with a mixed analytical-numerical scheme. Flow in each fracture '"s calculated analyt ica l ly 
by assuming that each intersect ion acta l ike a l ine source or sink. The boundaries of the fracture 
are eliminated by the use of images for each intersect ion . Flow through the network is then calculated 
numerically through the construction of maas balance equations. The model wi l l allow us to e f f i c i e n t l y 
generate and solve for flow through three-dimensional, s tochas t i ca l ly generated fracture systems. 

This paper summarizes br ie f ly the modeling techniques we have used, snd some resu l t s from parameter 
studies performed to date . Some further discussion i s devoted to current research and further 
research needs. 
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MODELING TECHNIQUES 

A numerical code haa been developed to generate sample fracture systems in two dimensions and determine 
the permeability of auch aysterns (Long et a l . , 1982; Long, 1983). The two-dimensional mesh generator, 
FMC, produces random rea l izat ions of a fracture network in a square region cal led a generation 
region. Each set of fr ictures io generated independently and then the individual seta are superimposed 
(Figure 1 ) . For each s e t , the density (number of fracturea per unit area) and the or ientat ion, length 
and aperture dis tr ibut ions must be aupplied. The se t s are then superimposed. This generator produces 
a fracture network model similar to that proposed by Baecher et a l . (1977). 

When a l l the sets have been generated, a flow region ia selected for f in i te element analysis of f l i t 
through the network and measurement of K , permeability in the d irect ion of the gradient. Boundary 
condit ions , as shown in Figure 2 are applied to the flow region such that the material inside the 
region would experience a constant gradient throughout i f in fact i t were a homogeneous, anisotropic 
continuum (see Long, 1983 for d e t a i l s ) . Permeability can be meaaured in any d i r e c t i o n , a, by rotating 
the boundaries of flow regit*" - degrees snd consequently rotating the direct ion of the gradient. For 
a homogeneous, aniaotropic medium l/'t/K (<*) versus a i s an e l l i p s e when plotted in polar coordinates. 
Thus, such a plot serves as a trst of whether or not the given volume can be approximated aa a homogen
eous porous medium. If the data plot as an e l l i p s e , then a unique symmetric conductivity tensor ca. 
be found to describe the relat ionship between gradient and f lux. If the data do nor plot as an 
e l l i p s e , then we use a regression technique similar to that of Scheidegger (1954) to determine the 
b e s t - f i t permeability tensor (Figure 3) that in general wi l l be anisotropic . For each direct ion of 
the gradient, the difference between the value of direct ional permeability calculated using the 
b e s t - f i t tensor and the value calculated by the f in i t e element analys is ia considered the error. The 
mean square error, normalized by dividing by the product of the principal permeabi l i t ies , i s called 
NMSE. NMSE is a measure of the behavior of the fracture network because SHSE approaches zero ns the 
behavior approaches that of an equivalent porous medium. These techniques are used to study the 
permeability, i . e . , the relat ionship between flux and gradient, in fracture networks. 

In order to study mechanical transport in fracture networks, we trace the flow tubes through the 
network. The procedure i s i l lus trated io Figure 4 and ia further explained in Endo (1984), Endo et 
a l . (1984), and Endo and Uitherapoon (1985) . Figure 4a shows how we use the parabolic ve loc i ty 
d i s tr ibut ion and conservation of naas to calculate the location of, and average v e l o c i t y in each 
segment of each flow tube. This allows the construction of s breakthrough curve (Figure 4b) by 
plot t ing the percent flow carried by each tube against the travel time in that tube. Then the 
hydraulic e f f ec t ive porosity, * , can be calculated for the direct ion of flux, 

• - - 2 - ( i ) 
" L/T 

where Q ia the flux, L is the linear flow path length in the direction of the flux and T is the mean 
arrival time. In the general c«se of an aniaotropic medium, the mean flux is not in the same direction 
aa the mean gradient. The direction of mean flux must be estimated because in the model, we can only 
control tlie direction of the gradient (see Endo, 1984 for details). When * is plotted as a function 
of the direction of flux (Figure 4c) it can be compared with the connected and total porosities • and 9, 
respectively. If the medium behaves like a classical porous medium, then 9 should be invariant 
with direction and equal to the connected porosity, •„. 

It should be noted that only mechanical transport Ls calculated. Ue do not calculate the diffusional 
mixing thst takea place across stream tube boundaries. However, because there is no diffusion, this 
technique can also be used to calculate the longitudinal dispersivity due to advection alone as a 
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function of direct ion of flux and tV.e standard deviation of the breakthrough curve. With these techniques 
we have studied transport in fracture networks with varying degrees of interconnection and heterogeneity. 

SOME PARAMETER STUDY RESULTS 

We present here a summary of some of the studies that have been performed with the techniques described 
above. Only a brief discussion of the transport studies i s given because another paper in these 
Proceedings, Endo and Witherspoon (1985), i s devoted to th is top ic . 

The behavior of flow in fracf.ure networks departs from that of a porous audita for two stain reasons: 
lack of connection between fractures and heterogeneity of aperture ( i . e . , spread in the aperture d i s t r i 
but ion) . Furthermore, the behavior of any given system depends on the scale of observation. We have 
performed a study on interconnection e f f e c t s at various sca les of observation for systems of constant 
aperture (Long, 1984a). The ef fect of the proximity of the boundary conditions has been addressed in 
order to understand the expected inaitu behavior of such systems at different scales of observation. 
We have begun to look at heterogeneity e f f e c t s , but much more needs to be done in th is area. This 
approach fonss a good framework :or understanding the theo-e t i ca l behavior of flow in fracture networks. 

In the atudy of interconnection e f f e c t s , we begsn by looking at systems of fractures with constant 
apertures that would a l l appear to be the same from borehole observation. That i s , the l ine sample 
through any of the networks in the ser ies would intersect the same number of fractures with the same 
orientat ion d i s t r ibut ion . Such systems can actually be very dif ferent because the number of fractures 
intersected by a l ine sample per unit length, * t , i« proportional to both the mean length of the 
fractures, £ , and the number of fracturea per unit area, * that i s : 

A p - t t A c 7 s ~ T , (2) 

where ° are the angles between the poles of the fracturea and the borehole. T.ius, given the same 
orientat ion d i s tr ibut ion , system* where the ? and X are different would a l l appear the same from 
a borehole as long as the product of 1 and X i s constant. We ca l l th is product LD. 

Figure 5 shows some of the fracture networks and permeability plots that were generated with a constant 
value of LD • 0.288. In each case , L/l is kept constant, where L i s the dimension of the flow region 
t e s ted . One can see that as t increases and X decreases the degree of interconnection increases 
and the systems behave more l ike porous media. 7igure 6 shows how NMSE and average permeability vary 
as a function of length. It appeara that the system becomes connected for lengths greater than about 
8 cm. Once connection has occurred, further increases in fracture length cauae the system to behave 
more l ike a porous medium. Also, the permesbility increases by about an order of mignitude and 
approacnes that which would be predicted uaing Snow's (196S) technique for extensive fractures. For 
constsnt aperture and length systems l ike t h i s , i t seems that one needa to know that the fracture 
length i s longer than some minimum, say 20 cm in th i s case , to know that the oodium behaves l ike a 
continuum for f lux. However, the magnitude of the average permeability wi l l only vary by about an 
order of magnitude due to interconnection e f f e c t s . Thus once interconnection is achieved, the magni
tude of permeability w i l l be controlled by the aperture diatribution because of the cubic relationship 
between flux in a fracture and aperture. 

The above discussion does not include the effect of scale of observation. Percolation theor* provides 
a good framework for understanding thia a f f e c t . Among others, Englman et a l . (1983) have pointed out 
that interconnection of a fracture network i s proportional to a factor C where t - iX I . In 
our study we kept XL constant and plotted the resul ts against T. Thus, tht T axis i s proportional 
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to • t axis (see Figure 6 ) . As t increases, th* size and number of fracture clusters increases. 
Englman et al. point out that there is a critical value of C, C . On the infinite scale of 
observation, systems with t > C are always connected and the percolation frequency, v i# said 
to be one. Thus, the size of the clusters is infinite. On the other hand, observations on the in
finite scale of systems with t < C are always unconnected and v is zero. This means the size of the 
clusters is finite. If ot-e observes any system on a small enough scale, some realizations will be 
connected and some won't. Thus, given t end the scale of observation the value of v *ill be between * zero and one. If t > t then increases in scale of observation will increase v because increases 
in scale will decrease the probability that the particular sample will be between percolating (or 
connected) clusters. If C < C then increaaea in scale will decreaae v because larger scales of 
measurement are more likely to exceed the finite size of the fracture cluaters. 

Clearly, there should be a relationship between scale of measurement, t, y , permeability and NMSE. 

* . . . . 
For systems with ( > t we might expect to underestimate permeability on the infinite scale when 
we use finite scales of measurement. However, the technique we uae to measure permeability forces 
flow through fractures which are truncated by the boundariea of the tltn/ region. In this way perms-
ability it consistently overestimated and *e call this truncation error. Also for this reason, in 
systems, where the fractures are long compared to flow region dimension we expect NMSE to be artifi
cially low. So as scale is increased, we expect: to approach the infinite permeability from above. * 
For C •' C , we expect to overestimate the infinite permesbility due to both random and truncation 
effects because the infinite permeability ii zero. Most importantly, aa C ia increased, the number of 
percolating clusters and therefore the number of paths for fluid flow, increase. So aa , increases, 
we expect the imfnite permeability to increase. The results we observe, aa illustrated on Figure 7 
are consistent with the above discussion. All the results in Figure 7 are based on different realiza
tions except the "REV" study. The REV study examined tht permeability of the nan'" realization on 

* — < 
different scales. In this study, it seems C corresponds to t i 10 cm. 
In order to understand how insitu behavior varies with scale, the effect of truncation error mujt be 
eliminated from the scale effect study. To do this we are in the process of examining the behavior of 
various eixe regions as the boundary conditions arc Applied increasingly far sway. An example of the 
results for the Ciise of A • 10 is shown in Figure 8. In this figure, A is ttie difference between the 
dimensions of the flow region and the dimensions of the region being measured (the study region). The 
inset shows all the different size regions that were studied. Clearly, we have overestimated the 
permeability and underestimated NHSE by applying the boundary conditions directly to the region of 
interest. On the other hand, if the study region ia at least 60 cm and the A is at least 40 cm it 
seems that we are able to get a good estimate of the behvaior of the system on the inifinite scale. 
When the study is complete we will have a better idea of the size of the REV and the insitu behavior 
as a function of scale of observations and the degree of interconnection. We expect tj see that, for 
systems with ( > C , measuring permeability on a small scale will on the average underestimate * 
permeability on a larger scale and a reverse for systems with C < C . 

In the sbove disrussion, only the effect of interconnection haa been examined. Significant changes in 
behavior are obse-ved when we allow aperture to vary. A study has been performed on a well connected 
system where we have allowed, v the coefficient of variation of aperture (i.e. the atandard 
deviation ovsr the mean) to vary while the mean of apert .re cubed, E(b ), was held conjtant. 
Thus, except for the effect of heterogeneity, the permeabilty should be the same in each case, because 
the average permeability of the individual fractures is the same in each case. However, the hetero
geneity itself causes * decrease in the flow because the fractures with small apertures control the 
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flow. In the case we examined, tha permeability of a system with v equal to one had a permeability 
about one half the permeability of the same aystem with constant aperture*. Aa expected, the value of 
SHSE increaaes with v 

In the c u e s described above, the apertures were randomly assigned to the fractures. If we now 
reassign the same aperture diatribution in such a way that the longer fractures are assigned the 
larger apertures, i . e . , length i s correlated to aperture. , the permeability dramatically increases as 
shown in Figure 9. In fact , whan aperture ia roughly proportional Co length, we have found that the 
mean permeability of such systems can be about twice the mean permeability ">£ Liic same networks with 
constant apertures and ia roughly eq. * to the mean permeability of an in f in i t e fracture system with 
the same X . Furthermore, correlated aystt/ms have ent ire ly different behavior than uncorrected 
systems. In both cases i.icr.*ases in the coef f ic ient of variat ion of aperture caune the medium to 
behave leas l ike a porous medium. However, when Li:* l y . i e n is uncorrelated the ii ;reasea in KHSE ere 
due to both errat ic decreases and increaaes in perc jab i l i ty . This occurs in the correlated case too, 
but long, high aperture fractures are also regularly produced. These "super conductors" cause a 
dramatic increase in permeability, e spec ia l ly when the gradient i s in the same direct ion an the 
fracture, ihia can be seen on the permeability plot for the correlated caae on Figure 9. Whether or 
not such correlat ions ex is t i s problematic, but super conductors are a « l l documented occurrence in 
many underground explorat ions. 

When these same networks are analyzed for transport behavior, we find that increases in v cause 
the 9 to vary erra t i ca l l y with the direct ion of the flux. Eve:, in cases where the permeability 
i s well behaved, the transport behavior may not resemble that of a continuum. The conditions under 
which one may vt an equivalent porous medium analysis are mort r e s t r i c t i v e for transport than for 
f lux. 

It i s s ignif icant that values of v . > 0.0 can yield values of hydraulic e f f ec t ive porosity <f which are 
d irec t ional ly dependent and s ign i f i cant ly larger than both the connected porosi ty , • and the total poros 
9_- These heterogeneous systems have break through curves with long t a i l s since some part ic les travel 
through much slower,, longer paths and thia causes the mean travel time to increase s i gn i f i cant ly . In 
such cases mean groundwater v e l o c i t i e s w i l l be much slower than that predicted using porosity. Figure 10 
i l l u s t r a t e s th is effect for s system s t a t i s t i c a l l y identical to the correlated case of Figure 9. 

Fo.' heterogeneous systems, we have yet to understand the scale dependence of permeability and transport 
parameters and we have not yet studied the effect of the proximity of the boundary condit ions. Such 
studies may provide insight into the concept of "sel f s imi lar i ty" . That in, can we deicribe discrete 
fracture systems which behave in a similar manner on difference scales? Mandelbrot (1983) s idresses 
these concepts in the study of f rac ta l s . The behavior of fracture networks might be se l f similar 
because as one examines larger and larger volumes of rock, one observes larger and larger fractures. 

WTLL TESTING 

In a porous medium t i - s ize of each flow conduit ia microscopic and a large number of conduits are 
conne-cced to the well and thus the melius appeara to behave l ike a continuum on the scale of the well 
t e n . In M fractured medium, only a small number of f isctures may intersect the pumping wel l . T-ese 
particular fractures wi l l be stressed by a large gradient under well tes t condit ions, so in early time 
the behavior wi l l be aosiinsted by these fractures which may be quite unrepresentative of the system;. 
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Fig. 9. Permeability of a heterogeneous system, v, •» 1 for (a) aperture uncorrelated to length 
and (b) correlated. 

Fig. 10. PoroaJty for a correlated system, v. - 1. 
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We have developed a new analyt ical model fur well teat analyses in c> fractured medium where the matrix 
is impermeable. The model accounts for the difference in flow regime near the act ive well from that 
of the t-y*tev as a whole. In the two-dimensional aolution ve have assumed that the fractures are 
a l l ver t i ca l and extend fro* the top to the bottom of the formation of uniform thickness . In the 
outer region the usual equivalent porous medium approximation is assumed to hold i . e . , the flow 
properties of the fracturea are volumetrically averaged and a s ingle continuum replace: the fractures. 

The hydraulic conductivity and the atorage coef f ic ient for the region are K_ and S , re spec t ive ly . 
2 The well i s located in the center of the inner region and communicates with the outer region through n 

fractures in the inner region. The radiua of the well ia r and the radiua of the boundary between 
the outer and inner region ia r f . All the fractures in the inner region have the same aperture, b , 
and the hydraulic parameters K. and S . It i s aaaumed that there i s an inf in i tes imal ly thin ring 

'l of in f in i t e conductivity between the two regions ao that otherwise incompatible boundaries can be 
matched. The following dimenc^onleas parameters are defined: 

(3) h

 2 r -111 _£--X' - !_' 
h D " Q ' CD 2 * 2 2 r D r , f r , r , f w f f 

r a. nbK. 
.. W a . _i. a m !_ 

r c r f ' c o 2 » 2*r f K 2 " 

The solutions are given in Karaeaki et a l . (1985) and these can bo. presented in a s er i e s of type 
curves for ranges of dimensionless paremetera, a c , fJ and r c -

In a real network, r . is a measure of distance to the nearest fracture in tersec t ion . Figure 11 i s 
an example of a numerical well teat simulation in the fracture network shown in the inse t . The 
calculated rf wit 4.9 m in th i s caae. In the actual network the diatance to the nearest intersc-* ''on 
was 7.3 m in one direct ion and 3.8 m in the other. When a f i t can be found, thia analyt ical model can 
a l so be used to accurately determine the storage coef f ic ient of a fracture system from a one-well t e s t . 
More parameter studies are needed to examine the uniqueness of the so lut ion, on the appl icabi l i ty 
of th ie technique under varying atatea of interconnection and heterogeneity. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

These numerical models l ^ve proved to be a powerful tool in understanding the hydology of fracture 
networks. Other than p aiding ins ight , however, we have examined how such an approach can play a 
role in performance asaetament. Figure 12 i l l u s t r a t e s a research plan which haa been developed at LBL 
to improve such technology. All the research described so far in th i s paper f a l l s under the box 
lsbeled "Network Properties". Clearly the biggest weakneaa in thia approach i s providing appropriate 
input data to the analyaia. We need to know more about "Network Geometry". There are two approaches 
to thia problem. One is to improve our a b i l i t y to "see" fractures and measure their properties in 
s i t u , mainly through geophysics and w«ll t e s t i n g . The other i s to study the genesis of fractures in 
order to better predict the ir character i s t ics and occurrence. Also we need to learn to analyze the 
s t a t i s t i c a l data in a manner which ia appropriate to the exiat ing fracture pattern. 

In order to find fracturea with geophyaica, we need to better understand how the "Individual Fracture 
Properties" such as fracture roughness, costact area, volume tnd permeability affect the geophysical 
responses. We need to study how transport occurs in real rough fractures. This research also provides 
the basic data necessary to underatand how network behavior changes under changes in s tress s t a t e , 
temperature e t c . 

l i 
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Parallel efforts in "Near Field Hydrothermal Alterations" will provide the means to calculate geo-
chexical retardation factors. All such research requires "Field Testing for Fomulation and Proof of 
Models". When these measurements and analyses are conducted for the same site, then it vill be 
possible to relate and check results. This work provides input to "Coupled Phenomena Studies" which 
Bust be performed to predict the changes in performance due to repository construction and operation. 
Finally, all auch analysis muat be combined into a "Repository Performance Model" and checked through 
"Proof of Performance Field Tests". 

In conclusion, through network analysis, the basic tools are available to decide whether or not 
equivalent continue analysis is appropriate. Progress is being made on determining how to treat 
flow systems which do not behave like ideal porous media. Such analysis must be extended to three 
dimensions for quantitative accuracy. Well test technology is being extended to provide data for 
fracture network models. However, the data requirements of network modelling remain an obstacle to 
their use in a predictive mode. A comprehensive research program has been proposed for extending our 
ability to obtain such data and assess nuclear waste repository perfo.inance in fracture rock. 
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